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December 27, 2005

hJipulcatorfnousaJoov

Mr. Dennis Rathbun
Director, Office of Congressional Affairs
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
Dear Mr. Rathbun:
One of my constituents contacted me regarding a problem that he has encountered and I
am hopeful that you may be of assistance. I have enclosed all of the information that we have
received on this particular case for your review.
If you or a member of your staff could look into this matter and provide any information
that might be useful, I would be most grateful. Should you require any additional information,
please do not hesitate to contact me or my District Representative Lindsay Pickral in my
Richmond office.

SreW I

Member of Congress
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October 28, 2005

Senator George Allen & Senator John Warncr
204 & 225 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

RepresenaTive Eric Cantor (7' District)
319 Cannon Building
Washington D.C. 20515

Dear Senators Allen, Warner and Representative Cantor,
On behalf of the 2,650 persons represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, I request your joinT efforts to
check out the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) processing procedures for new nuclear reactors. I want
to emphasize that our group is "not anti-nulea", nor do we have "not in my backyard sentiments". We believe
That the U.S. should become self-reliant for energy sources and not be dependent on foreign oil.
It appears that the left hand of the NRC does not talk to the right hand of the NRC when processing a
federal Early Site Permit (ESP) for new nuclear reactors. One pan of the NRC is isg
a final Safety
Evaluafn Repon for au ESP at the Nrth Anna site in Sep 2005, while the ather part is still evaluating a Draf
Environmntal Report and the Commonwealth of Virginia is following the ESP proccdumes and still requesting
public comments to determine a Federal Consistency certification. While the aforementioned federal and state
processes are taking place, te applicnt Dominion Resources, appears to be trying to comply with
contradictory and confusing regulatory processes so they can be prepared for the upcoming energy crisis within

the next decade in the United States.
In addiion, the final safety report for the ESP does not reflect the comments provided by the
Commonwealth of Virginia, nor reflect the actual local conditions as experienced by us that live here. It also
appears to repeat the same incorrect comments throughout the entire document. Please see the attached 24
October 2005 lertcr sent to the NRC and Virginia's Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) that
illustrates all The inconsistencies and confusion that occurs with The current processes.
We also believe the NRC process should be changed to reflect the rationale in their documents for the
NRC decisions made in response to public, state, other federal government organizations or the applicants.
Please help ith improving this current inefficiency in the NRC, so that the states, local population and
energy companies can participate in a streamlined efficient coordinated process that let's the United States
become prepared for the upcoimig energy crisis, self-reliant for energy resources (including nuclear energy)
and not dependent on foreign oil.
Do not hesitate to call if I can provide any additional information.
Sincerely,
Harry Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
C/O 230 Heather Drive. Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632
Attacbment:

Friends of Lake Anna, Virginia 24 Oct 05 letter to the NRC & VDEQ

Friends of Lake Anna letter- 28 Oct 05
DEC-29-2005
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AK (iNRC.GOV
Andrew Kugler -NPX - via enail -Ellie hvns - VDEQ - via cial - elironssdcg.virgiapgov
Eugene Grecbeck - Dominion Resources - via email - EugeMe grecheg dorn-corn
R. Edward Houck - Va Senate - l 7d'District via email- ehouckadelpia.net
William Janis - Va House of Delegates (7' District) via email - Del JaniWshouse.smre.va~us

Dist to U.S Senate & House as requested by local representaives
Senator Allen - via U.S. Mail to 507 E. Franklin St., Richmond, Va. 23219
Senator Warner-via fox to 202-224-6295
Represemitive Cantor - via fax to 804-747-5308

Friends of Lake Anna letter-28 Oct 05
DEC-29-2005
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24 October 2005

To:

Mr. Andrew Kugler (Program Manager responsible for North Anna ESP application)
Mr. Jack Cushing (Environmental Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application)
Mr. Nitin Patel (Safety Evaluaion Project Manager for North Anna ESP Site Application)
Mr. Steve Monque (Ops Manager - current North Anna plant)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatry Commission (NRC), Washington D.C. 20555
(Via email toAJK] ~EgQ!OV C9a)NRC.GOV and9XP1NRC.GOV and
SRW2@NRC.GQV_
Ms. Ellie Irons, Environmental Impact Review Program Manager
Virginia Department of Environmeal Quality (VDEQ)
629 astMain Strce; Richmoni, Va. 23219
VIa email to elirons~deq.vginia.gov

Subject:

Request for belp to resolve the inconsistencies when involving the American public in the
NRC processes re the Environmental and Safety Reports for an ESP at the North Anna
ESP site. Furtber to incorporate all Commonwealth of Virginia comments in the
appropriate sections of any NRC docauents

Reference (1): Friends of Lake Anna letter dated 7 Sep 05 to VDEQ & NRC forwarding petitions,
e=uls, letters & Board of Directors Resolutions representing 1,850 people who share
similar concerm
(2) Friends of Luke Anna letter, diat represented 2,400 persons, dated 19 October 2005
VDEQ &NRC subject Federal Consistency Cerification
Dear Messrs Kugler, Cusbing, Patel, Moxique and Ms. Irons,
I am completely dismayed at the NRC processes for involving the Ameria public and the ate
within wbich the federal peimit is requesd in the NRC processes for The Environmental end Safety Reports.
It seems like the left had of NRC does not coordinate with the right hand of NRC or the Commonwealth of
Vrgia before issuing a fial report The latest incidence Is tie Safety Evaluation Report for an Early Size
Permit (ESP) at the North Azna site, which does not rtference any of hie Commonwealth of Virginia's
concerns.
In behalf, of the 2,400 persons currntly represented by the Friends of Lake Anna, I am
requesting that ESP permit process at the North Anna ESP site be halted until fan coordination of all
parties and the American public can be gained. I also want to emphasize that our group is not antinuclear", nor do we have "not In ny backyard sentiments". We do support a 3rd & 4' reactor at Lake
A- na, but do not support a water-oaled reactor, when there is inadequate water in the small
waterched; nor do we support the destroying of the 13,000-acre lake for humans, fish & wildlife with
high water temperatures.
Your help in Saining this f1l coordination is requested, together with specific answers to the
following questions re iconsistencies InThe process.
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1. How can a final Safty Evalustion Report (SER) for an ESP at the North Anna site be issued
by the NRC in September2005 and received on 18 October 2005, when the Commonwealth of Virii
has a public comment period for the ESP for federal consistency certification that has been extended
through October 25, 200S? Dominion Resources requested the extension.
2. How can the NRC safety report in Appendix E have a couclusion "the proposed site, subject
to the permit conditions recommended by the NRC staff, can be used for up to two nuclear power
units each of up to 4300 MW(tl) without undue risk to the public health and safety"?
Note that these additional units are projected to further increase the water tempzraures an average of
7 or 8 degrees. They are also about 68% larger then each of the existing reactors. During the summer of
2005. the public experimeed water temperatures greater then 104 degrees at the Aspen Hill Subdivision and
over 95 degrees on the public side of the lake. Note that this is all when we believe that Dominion
Resources is not currently peritted to discharge water temperatures over 89.6 degrees (32C) and they are
supposedly self-monitoxing this wae temperature. Is this like the fox watching the chicken-oup? On
September 15, 2005 Dr. Robert Strobe, Virginia State Health Commissioner wrote "persons with heart
disease, parents and guardians of young childrev, the elderly, pregnant women and persons with spinal cord
or peripheral nerve disorders should be cautious of prolonged immersion in waxers that are warmer than body
temperatures (i.e. 98.6 degrees

In a February 10, 2004 VDEQ Letter to Ms. PamelaF. Faggert, Vice President and Cbief
Environmental Officer, Dominion Virginia Power(Feb 04 Letter") with a copy to the NRC. On Page 2"Issues resolved with finality under thc ESP process, Including environmental issues, are not reexamined in a subsequent licensing by the NRC." It would seem, then, that the water supply and
teperam re issues must be resolved now, before ESP approval, for tis action to be deemed consistent with
Virginia Coastal Program (VCP).
Note (1)Dominion declined to resolve The water supply andtemperature issues to-date. However the
NRC Safety report was issued in Sep 05. Also in October 23, 2005 Ricbmond-Times Dispatch
newspaper article Richard Zuercher, a Dominion spokesman is quoted 'The company is a long
way from m1king a deision ' ttere has been no decision on the reactor design". "Our company
buIrthat lake and we're proud of thazlake. We are not going to mess that lake up". The lake is
used byat least 500,000 people a year.
(2) If Dominion can be trusted, then why havethe water supply and temperares not been
resolved prior to any final NRCreport being issued??
3. How can the NRC safety report in Appendix E so inaccurately reflect the population in the
vicinity of the site? "Thepermanent population around the siteis quite low. The nearest population
center, Mneral, Vwrgiia has a population of less then 5D0". This staiement completely ignores the
tremendous growth th the entire area has experienced during the past 3 years and is projeced to increase
dramatically during the next few years as baby-boomersrere to the Lake. Within mile
a
of the site, The

WATERS subdivision has just sold 400 lots. Cut-A-Long subdivision a few miles away has Just been
approved by the planning commission for approximately 1,000 lots. Noah'Landing also a few miles away

has been approved for approximately 300 lots. The draft environmental ESP achlowledged that over
500,000 people use the Lake on an annual basis and the ESP wouldlas for 20 yenrs. One can only imagine
thO
remendous growth thiat will occur during the next 20 years.How can the NRC igaore this reality?
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The statement in 2.1.3.3 (Technical Evaluation) -The staff concludes that the proposed ESP site
meets the population center distance requiremernt, as defined in 10 CFR panr I00. The staff has determined
that no realistic likelihood exists that there will be a population center with 25,000 people within the 7.8
miles during the lifetime of any new units to throughout the year 206ST'. In 2.13.4. "The applicant has
provided an acceptable description of cuzent and projected population densities in and around the site'
Note. This NRC ardDomiion.taements do not take the above cunentgrowth and surely does not
take inro account the growth that will occur duing the nexr 60 years through 2065.
4. The NRC safcty report appears to ignore all the recent emergency evacuation lessous
learned from the Hurricanes Katria & Rita in New Orleans, MIssouri, Texas, & Florid. A similar
emergency evacuation situation could occur if a nuclear disaster occurred at North Anna. It does
however in Section 13.3.2 identify that there are some preexisting nuclear facility state and local emergency
plans. It does not iden* how these plans have been updated as a result of recent hurricane experiences.
The small crvy 2 lane roads smrsounding Lake Anna would immediately become a major traffic jam.
The narmal population (over 2O00 homesites in close proximity to he plant plus th expected new
population, coupled with the projected 5,000 constrution workers and their fm!les, plus 25,000 plus
people who visit on weekends would immediately create a panic situation in the immediate vicinity of the
plant In addition, neazby growth areas (edericksburg, Charlortesville, Culpepper, and Richmond) would
also experience a related panic simation. How can a Safety Report ignore these realities?

S. The NRC Safety Report in 2.4.1.3 (Hydrology Technical Evaluation) indicates that "The low
water surface shutdown elevation for operations of the NAPS Units I and 2, and of proposed Unit 3, is
now 242 ft MSL. The applicant saed that, since theC low water surface shutdown elevations in Lake Anna
for no=mal operation of proposed unit 3 (242 ft MSL) is less then the minimum water sUrface elevation
determined by applicant's water budget analysis (242.6ft MSL) the normul operation ofproposed Unit 3
would not be impacted, even during extended period of low inflow of Lake Anna".
Note (1) The above totally ignores thc Commorwcalth of Virginia's VDEQ's comments in a

lotter oan March 3,2005 to Mr. Michael Lesar, Chief Rules and Directives Branch oflhe NRC in
reference to the draft environmental ESP. VDEQ indicated thre was inadequate water in the small

watershed to support a 3' water cooled reactor. The Va. Depr of Water Resources (DWR) in many previous
memo's indicated that if the 3d water-cooled reactor was implemented " (1) it would increase the drought

cycle fom 8.6 years to 2.5 years (2) it would irease water conflicts with the downstream counties over the
20 year life-span of the ESP (3) It would decrease the lake level on The cold side an extra 2.6 feet for an
additional 26 days per year. (4) If the 3Y water-cooled reactor was coupled with an additional water-cooling
owe, the decrease in lake level would be a total of 4.6 feet, maling many boat ramps and other facilities unuseable (5) the issuance of a permit for an additional ( 3 id watr-cooled) unit of the size envisioned would
constitut te approval of the single largest consmpdve withdrawal ever considered in the history of the
Mrginia Water Protection Pennit Program" (6) Comparing non-tidal reactor facilities on the east coast "the

North Anna location has the least abundant water supply, based on the average flow of a small 342 sq mile

waterdd, DWR disagrees with the NRC conclusion that the pre and post project flow alaions and their

impacts can be described as small or moderate. Instead DWPV would characterize these tpes of alterations
as LARGE". DWR believes that the Surly siue is "supeior 'to the North Anna site. The N].C staff cited
aesthetics and the fact that The plant might be visible ftom Jamestown as why Surry was not proposed,
however the drafk ElS did not indicate there are any problews with aesthetics at Surry.
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Note (2) On Feb 8, 2005, the Spotsylvenia Board of Supervisors approved Resolution No. 2005-01
where it expressed its concern to the NRC about the taking of any additional water from the North Anna
river and ihe impact it would have to a rapidly =qcanding Spotsylvania County and anticipated water budget
conflicts with the three downstream counties which are located in one of the fastest growing regions of
Virginia.

Note (3) there does not appear to be one mention in the Safety Evaluation report of the above
concenas that have bee exepressed by the Commonwedlth of Virginia and also citizens of Virginia. How can
the federal govenument (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) completely ignore in a final report major water
budget concerns that have been expressed by Virginia and its citzens?
6. The Safety Evaluation Report also does not Pappear to address the possible Lake Ann safety
impacts of the additional water-flow of 1.2 MPG if a 3 water cooled reactor Is used. The additional
water flow could flood docks and erode shoreland, plus also increase the water evaporation rate, which
would further exwserate the lake level decrease. All of which would create many safety hazards to the
humans who live and use Lake Anna.
7. The Safety Evaluation Report also does not appearto address the possible Lake Anna safety
impacts or humans that would occur on roadways, f the water temperatures throughout the
circulation process were heated an addItional 7 to 8 degrees as proposed. This would cause increased
icing on the adjoining 2 lane curvy roads around the lake during the winter months, plus create additional
fog-like driving conditions around the lake. Who will be responsible for protecting the safety of the drivers
around Lake Anna?
8. The Safety Evaluation Report also does rot appear to address all the safety implications of
Terrorist Prevention Activities. The North Anna power plant is ulthin 5o miles of major metropolitan
areas, Including Richmond, Charlottesville, Washikgton D.C, Northern Virginia, Fredericltiburg,
Culpepper and others. One can only imagie how the panic would set in (similar to the Maryland,
Virginia & Washington D.C. sniper attack) when the total region was held hostage for over a 3 week
time period. How are the Safty epers addressing the condition and who will pay for the necessary safety
prevention activities. It would be unreasonable for the local residents to have to pay for this additional
expense.
9. The Safety Evaluation Report does not appear to address all the safety implications of ondite storage of spent nuclear fuel and when the spent nuclear fuel will be moved to another location to
reduce the potential safety threat. How is the on-site transportation of storage containers being facilitated?
How is TheRC planing on stng spet fuel in the dry storage containers nd howis the public being kept
up to date with these procedures?

10. The Safety Evaluatlon Report in 133.12. (Regulatory Evaluation) indicates" the applicant
stated that the road network surrounding the NAPS site, which includes the ESP site, can adequately
accommodate anticipated vehicular traffic". Please see paragraph 3 above re current growth of 3
subdivisions of approximatey 1,700 lots x 4 persons a lot -(6,800) persons within close proximity of te
NAPS, plus 5,000 construction workers, plus 720 NAPS plant workers, plus approximately 25,000 Lake
Anna recreational users on summer weekends will surely create major traffic jams on the existing two-lane
road capacQty. Who is going to pay for maintaining the public's safety and develop new roads as a result of a
proposed 3 and 4e nuclear reactor? Who is going to pay for the public safety infrastracture (ire and
=escue, hospitals, etc.) as a result of consucTing tie 3 1 and 4h reactors?
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Note- During the next 60years that the new reactorsare plannedto be in exsence, one can only
guess at the tremendous growth that will occur. Where do the Commonwealth of Virginiaand its citizens get
to evaluate dhe sgfev ftems and conclusions Idenuiledby the NRC staff??
I1I. Relaknce by localpolltiansto trustthe NuclearRegulatory Commission (RC)
ruinta Departnent of EnvironmentalQuality (VDEQ) to look ourfor the local lnteresms.

and the

At a September 19 and October 17,2005 meeting, the Louisa County Board of Supervisors took no

action on The Friends of Lake Anna's, representing 2.400 persons, request to pass a Board Resolution

requesting ta the 3 1d nuclear reactor be nDn-water cooled, similar to the 4TP reauctor because they had
complete coofidence in the NRC and VDEQ. They believe that both the Federal and State Agencies can be
relied on to 'protect an ant hill in Africa", and that uthis was a federal and state issue, not a local one; Let
them resolve it'. Please explain how the NRC is protecting tke local citizens, whan in the d-aft
enironmental report, almost all items affecting local citizens were identificd as SMALL impact, which does
not reflect the actual circurmsnces of the local population.
12. Confusing and Conflictdng Iformation
Many residents are confused by conflicting statements/information by Dominion ofcials, where
Dominion offcials rivialized many of the concerns and information provided that was provided by the NRC
in public documents. For example:
(a) During a 30 July 05 presentation to the Lake Anna Civic Association, Dr. Jud White indicated That
:Lak Annatempetures have never exceed 96 degrees. This was during the same week hat persons in
Aspen Hill subdivision were experiencing over 104 degrees in water temperatures, others midway in the
cooling cycle were experiencing over 98 degrees and othes living on the cool side were experiencing over
96 degrees. As a result, many residents believe at Dominion's self-monitoring data cannot be relied upon
(b) Duringhe some presentation, Dr. White indicated that The water was checked at Dike 3 prior to
r-entering the main lake. Howver futer checks with VDEQ indicated hat no public checking has
occurred since Sep 1986 when Dominion applied for a variance, so they could become self-monitoing. Our
understanding is that Water Quality Standards for water re-enering Class m nontidal waters are 32 C or
89.6F. It is difficult to see how Dominion can be Uused with other data contained in the Safet Rpt,
when tbose wio live on the lake have known the water temperature to be at least 98 degrees at Dike 3 and
95196 On th cool side. What would happen to the health & safety of humans, wildlife and fish if the
temperatures were to increase gn additional 7 or 8 degrees as proposed?
(c) In a Sept 19, 2005 presentation to the Louisa Board of Supervisors, Dr. Judson White (Dominion)

said that the ESP was at &e first stage o a vpr longprocess and
th hat ie public andthe Board of
Supervisors would have many opportunities to voice their concerns before any decision on The type of
reactors would be made.

Dr. Wfhite fiiled to notify anyone that if the ESP was granted for a water cooled zzactor in 2005. That
Doulnion could immediately begin site prepaait2on Livities to include (clearing grading, construction of
access roads, install warehouses, shop facilities, concrete mixing plants, excavate for facility stuctures,
constct cooling towers, etc and most importantly that the overall design parameters for the Pd
nuclear
3

reactor would be established. The engineers could immediately begin designing a 3'r water-cooled reactor
using Lake Anna water UnlhSS there axe any meaor environental changes in the fure, that the iSP deig

parameters for 113 degree water tempe=us, lake level decreased of 2.5 feet, and a 3 rd reactor with a water.
cooled (using Lake Ana waters) etc. would be carried forward.
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(d) In the October 1, 2005 Lake Anna Observer newspaper articleJPominion's Enviromnental Policy
Maager, Dr. Jud White stated " there are things on the table thar we need to pursue further and canmin the

ature to maybe reduce the water temperature or water availability. But right now it not ripe. It no; a ripe
issue until we get hfater down the road".

to a Draft
It us very hard for the average citizen to undrsand why these issues are not fmntal
EIS and why they are not now being examined in the most comprehensive of methods by Dominion, the
NRC and VDEQ. Farther, why precise actions are not being taken now -NOT 'down the road" when it will
become a "ripe issue"?
(e) In an October 2, 2005 Associated Press article, Dominion spokesman Richard Zuercher stated that
Dominion can control the lake's level using stop logs, "We can make the lake the same level it ctuently is,
and it's not going to be an issue" (Note - assuning this applies To the warm side of the lake, it would appear
that it will just exacerbate the problem on the cool side, where the lake level will further decrease 2,6 feel an
additional 26 days a year, plus an additional 2 feet for a total of 4.6 feet if a water cooling tower is also used?
(f) In an October 23, 2005 Richmond Tine Dispatch press ariicle - Dominion spokesman Richard
Zuercher said "Our Company built that lake and we're proud of that lake. We are not going to mess that lake
up. The company is a long way from making a decision on the reactor design
13. Conclusion: I would like to thank all of The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Virginia's
envirornental and safety officials forthe thousands of hours they have spenT on both the Draft
Environmen:a Impact Statement Report and also the Safety Report It is the result of their work that the
Friends of Lake Anna, representing 2,400 persons, are confident that the cooling methods for proposed Units
three needs to be changed by NRC or/and Dominion to mitigate all the negative environmertal and safety
impacts idenTied above. We will look forward to a specific response to each of the issues raised.
Iwoalddlike t re-emplIusizethattheFriendsofLakeAnna arenotanti-nuclear.Wcalso do noat

hae "notvI my bacya sentiment %e belikve tha the US. skould ecome sef-reliantforenergy

sources and uo depend onforeign ol. We would support a 3 rdand 4 dry-cooled reacororsome other
technology tha does no1destroyLakeAnnafor humansfish andwild)ife.
Some of the safery concerns relatedabove are new, a we norpreviously -een any draftsafety
documae=, As a result, ourpreviozs correspondencesince rhe Lab Anna Fends grovp wasformed on
Aug 22, 2005 didnot address these issues,

We are baffled on how the NVRC andDominion environmentalandsafrey officias can ignore the
inadequate water in tle watershedandthe water temperature& relatedhealth concerns expressed by the
Commonwealth of irginiaofficialsanddaraprovidedroyou by Vrginia citizens. You contue ro press on,

as Virginiahas not saidanything. lIfthe NRCor Dominion hasmore knowledge then Virginia, thenplease
disclose allyou bkow andwhyyou dipute
Virginia and Its cirtzens.

gininhs's concerns andwlyyour analysis is superiorthan

Tfirgintaha rhefinalsay on inadequate warer to spporta 3 Fd water cooled

reactor, then please accept theirfding-s andstop the ESPprocessfora 3rd watercooled reactor.
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We are hopeful that as a result of the above analysi that resulted In lack ofinformaron in some
cases, and misinformozqon or confusing Informallonpreseniedby Domiion'srepresentatives, that the NRC
will coordnaewith allfederalandstate environmentalandsaftmy deparnnenzs before issuinganyfnal
repor In khe fuure. 4ll reportsshouldprovidefidldisclosureof all concerns, wih rationaleofwhy rhe
concern Is no*valid and aspecflc solution has been selected that is agreedupon by the authortyfor thar
particularitemr
Futrdw hat the NXRC reports'will then reflect allthe comments provided by the state agencies and
public's commen in therefinaldocuments and the NRC will not ignore overwheliing evidence of
populationgrowth. safetyproblems, water shortages, water temperarurehealth/safety issues to humans,
wildlife andfish andsimp& list their impact at SM LL.
Also allfinalreportsshould reflecr whether the stare has provided a FederalConsistency
Certificationin accordancewith the CoastalZone ManagementAct, togetherwith any comments that the
stare may have made. If they have not providedthe FederalConsistency Certificarion- why not? Dominion
has repeatedlystatedIn publicforums thara decision on the reactordesign has not been made; as a result it
would then be inappropriateforthe NRC or any otherfederalagency to publish afinalreport, as though a
decision hs been made and lead the publc to believe tharthe decisions have been made. It requested thar
the Safety Reportfor the North Anna site be re-evaluatedin light of the above and*fter afidly coordinated
effort with allparties, rhar it be re-issuedand also that the Environmental Report undergo the same
coordinatedefforns before it isfinalizeti
Please do not hesitate to call ifyou have any questions in relationshipto the above.
Sincercly yours,
HnY Ruth
For the Friends of Lake Anna
230 Heathcr Drive, Bumpass, Va. 23024
Phone 540-872-3632

CC: Dominion Resources- Atn: Tony Banks - North Anna ESP Proj=cc Mgr
(via email Tony Aanks(dom com
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